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1:00 P.M.
AGENDA

CALL TO ORDER
The Agenda for this meeting of the Commission on Mineral Resources has been properly posted for this date
and time in accordance with NRS requirement.
ROLL CALL
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
COMMENTS BY THE GENERAL PUBLIC
Pursuant to N.R.S. 241, this time is devoted to comments by the public, if any, and discussion of those
comments. No action may be taken upon a matter raised under this item on the agenda until the matter itself
has been specifically included on a successive agenda and identified as an item for possible action. Public
comments may be limited to 5 minutes for each person.
ACTION WILL NOT BE TAKEN
I.

II.

III.

AGENDA
A. Approval of the Agenda

FOR POSSIBLE ACTION

MINUTES
A. Approval of the May 9, 2019 meeting minutes

FOR POSSIBLE ACTION

NEW BUSINESS
A Biennium contract with the Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology.
The 2-year biennium contract for reports and archiving at NBMG
was approved by the Board of Examiners and can now be executed.
A copy of the approved contract is included. Mike Visher will provide
a brief update on the scope and details.

FOR DISCUSSION ONLY

B. Mineral Resource Database Project (MRDP) The Commission approved
FOR DISCUSSION ONLY
funding for a second project to assist the Nevada Bureau of Mines and
Geology (NBMG) in the development of a Nevada Mineral Resource
Database web application. NBMG and NDOM staff kicked off a project team
and defined the objective, plan, scope and schedule, and have been meeting
monthly to make decisions and assignments. Rachel Micander with NBMG
will provide an update on progress of the web application.

Dennis Bryan; Small-Scale Mining and Prospecting
Mary Korpi, Public at Large
Arthur Henderson; Oil and Gas

Commission on Mineral Resources
Richard DeLong, Chairman; Large-Scale Mining

Nigel Bain; Large-Scale Mining
Robert Felder; Exploration and Development
John H. Snow; Geothermal Resources

C. 2019 Northern and Southern Nevada Teacher Workshops
FOR DISCUSSION ONLY
Eight Division Staff were involved in the two teacher workshops that
are jointly sponsored by NDOM and the Nevada Mining Association.
Five Division staff developed and delivered classes during the Spring and Fall
workshops. Garrett Wake and Courtney Brailo will present the work done
through photos and videos.
IV.

OLD BUSINESS
A. Legislatively-Approved 2020-2021 NDOM Budget
The legislature approved the CMR-NDOM biennium budget in June.
Rich Perry will present a summary of the approved budget for 2020-2021.

FOR DISCUSSION ONLY

B. Fluid Minerals Activity Update and FY 2019 Production
Lowell Price will provide an update of CY 2018 fluid minerals permitting,
production, well inspections and YTD activity in 2019.

FOR DISCUSSION ONLY

C. Courtney Brailo graduated from the TOPCORP
Energy Training for Regulators. Courtney will discuss details of the
curriculum, which included courses at University of Pennsylvania
University of Texas and Colorado School of Mines on Petroleum Geology
& Engineering Concepts, Petroleum Technology, Environmental Management
Technology, and Emerging Topics & Communication.

FOR DISCUSSION ONLY

D. Update on NAC 534A, NAC 517 and NAC 519A regulation changes.
The CMR directed NDOM staff to update 3 regulations earlier this year.
Draft of the regulation changes have been submitted to the Legislative
Counsel Bureau for legal review. Rich Perry will report on progress and
expected timing for workshops and final hearing before the Commission.

FOR DISCUSSION ONLY

COMMISSION BUSINESS
A. Next Commission meeting was tentatively set for November 14, 2019 at the Legislative building in Carson
City, NV. Chairman DeLong has requested this be changed to a later date, possibly November 21.
COMMENTS BY THE GENERAL PUBLIC
Pursuant to N.R.S. 241, this time is devoted to comments by the public, if any, and discussion of those
comments. No action may be taken upon a matter raised under this item on the agenda until the matter itself
has been specifically included on a successive agenda and identified as an item for possible action. All public
comments will be limited to 5 minutes for each person.
ACTION WILL NOT BE TAKEN
ADJOURNMENT
NOTICE TO PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
Members of the public who are disabled and require special accommodations or assistance at the meeting are requested to
notify the Division of Minerals, 400 W. King Street, suite 106, Carson City, NV 89701 or contact Sherrie Nuckolls at
(775) 684-7043 or Email SNuckolls@minerals.nv.gov
The Commission will be attending a field trip on Friday 8/16/19 to Hycroft Mine in Winnemucca at 9:30 am. Members of
the public may attend but must provide their own transportation and safety equipment including Steel toes shoes.
Commission members and NDOM staff will be departing Winnemucca at 8:00 am. Advanced notification is required.
Please call Sherrie Nuckolls at (775) 684-7043.

II. MINUTES

STATE OF NEVADA
COMMISSION ON MINERAL RESOURCES

DIVISION OF MINERALS
400 W. King Street, Suite 106
Carson City, Nevada 89703
(775) 684-7040  Fax (775) 684-7052
http://minerals.nv.gov/
STEVE SISOLAK
Governor

Las Vegas Office: 2030 E. Flamingo Rd. #220, Las Vegas, NV 89119
Phone: (702) 486-4343; Fax: (702) 486-4345

Thursday, May 9, 2019

RICHARD PERRY
Administrator

1:00 P.M.
MINUTES

CALL TO ORDER
1:00 pm by Richard DeLong
ROLL CALL
Commission
Richard DeLong
Dennis Bryan
Nigel Bain
Mary Korpi
Bob Felder
John Snow
Art Henderson (absent)

Staff
Richard Perry
Mike Visher
Rob Ghiglieri
Bryan Stockton
Lucia Patterson
Sherrie Nuckolls
Public
Mike Ressel
Tim Crowley

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
Led by Richard DeLong
COMMENTS BY THE GENERAL PUBLIC
There were no comments by the public.
I.
A.

AGENDA
Approval of the Agenda

Motion to approve the agenda made by: John Snow
Seconded by: Dennis Bryan
Unanimously approved
II.
A.

MINUTES
Approval of the February 7, 2019 meeting minutes

Motion to approve the minutes made by: Mary Korpi
Seconded by: John Snow
Unanimously approved
III.

NEW BUSINESS

A.
Presentation of the 2017-2018 Exploration Survey
Mike Ressel presented the results of the mineral industry exploration survey conducted by the NBMG using a
PowerPoint presentation. Out of 315 companies who were sent the survey, 172 companies responded. To summarize,
Dennis Bryan; Small-Scale Mining and Prospecting
Nigel Bain; Large-Scale Mining
Commission on Mineral Resources
Mary Korpi, Public at Large
Robert Felder; Exploration and Development
Arthur Henderson; Oil and Gas

Richard DeLong, Chairman; Large-Scale Mining

John H. Snow; Geothermal Resources

there was a major increase of 31% in exploration spending in Nevada year over year from 2017 and 2018; increases felt
mainly in precious, base, and energy metals; geothermal and industrial minerals were flat; spending in Nevada was
higher in 2018 compared to global increase of 20%; Nevada exploration company labor increased a corresponding 21%
between 2017 and 2018; outlook for 2019 is good, most companies will spend as much if not more than in 2018. Mike
also remarked that they appreciate the Commission’s support of the survey, it’s conducted every 2 years, they have a
consistent way of getting responses every year, which is good, in terms of building an idea of what the expenditures are
and the impacts of exploration on Nevada’s economy.
Rich Perry: I’d like to follow up on Mr. Ressel’s presentation that we took a one page summary and included it with
several other documents we had printed this year and sent a copy to every legislator the day before Exploration Day at
the Nevada Legislature. Exploration Day was very well attended, comments I heard were it was the best attended of
the groups that have been there in the legislature so far.
B.
Las Vegas Natural History Museum Update
Lucia Patterson gave an update on Garrett Wakes’ behalf as he was on military leave. Lucia gave an overview using a
PowerPoint presentation which included an update that LVNHM could not secure adequate funding to move to a new
location so the new plan is to use donations towards updating the current museum and would still like to incorporate
the CMR-funded exhibit at the current location and possibly moving to a new venue at a future date. Lucia described
the final
sketches with four activities including Rock-Forming Environments, Rock Identification, Mineral Uses, and Mineral
Properties. As for the timeline, we didn’t receive any bids, unfortunately 2 out 3 companies that Garrett spoke to did
not receive a copy of the RFP and he is checking with State Purchasing on this. The current plan is to spend the month
of May looking over the scope of work to identify areas where we may be able to cut costs, or deciding on if we need to
stick with making one display vs two. Garrett would like to send the materials back to State Purchasing by the end of
May to get the bidding process started again. The Museum does not need the exhibit anytime soon as they currently
are not making any renovations on other exhibits and is still in the planning stages themselves. Garrett would also like
to have the exhibit(s) delivered to them by June of 2020 at the latest. He has meetings with four design companies
regarding ways to make the project feasible to take on, unfortunately most of the companies that do this are not
Nevada State vendors, and submitting a bid can be costly for these companies.
Rich Delong: Do you know why the bids didn’t go to those companies?
Lucia Patterson: Garrett is checking with State Purchasing to see what happened.
C.
Update of Internal Controls for Abandoned Mine Lands Public Safety Program
Rob Ghiglieri presented a PowerPoint presentation of AML internal controls and stated it is a state requirement; every
agency and department has their own internal controls. Part of the presentation was on Inventorying, securing and
researching claimants, the number of AML and mineral education presentations per fulltime employees per year of 18.
A minimum of 70% of all the hazards inventoried in the state must be secured, which we have surpassed for a long
period of time. Rob went over a variety of flowcharts and explained that if AML staff disappeared, these flowcharts
breakdown, in detail, the entire AML program step by step on how to operate a good AML program. It’s helpful to staff
for research and helps Interns to know what to do. Current statistics includes about 3.43 FTE involved with AML, 22,601
sites have been inventoried, 29% of all the hazards are orphans, 89% of orphans are currently secured, leaving 11%
currently not secured. The main focus for our Interns is to work on a lot of the orphan securing’s. We’ve identified over
85,000 non-hazardous features, and total inventory is less than 50% complete. Rob went over Topo Prioritization, why
and where they go every year showing a series of Topo quads. Rob talked about the Intern Program, how we started
out with 2 interns in 2000, where they mainly focused on inventory; since then 108 individual university students have
been hired, including the students this summer. It’s a very effective program but very time consuming for staff, the
amount of time and energy with the recruitment, hiring, planning, time spent in the field every week, the staff members
with them in the field, as well as data entry, cleaning the data afterwards and reporting . From 2007-2018 the interns
have secured 3,000 hazard sites, they’ve inventoried 6,000 hazard sites and inventoried >50,000 non-hazard features.
They get a lot done in a very short time in 13 weeks. Rob discussed securing’s and revisits, contracted work and a
summary of work accomplished with a forecast for how long it will take to finish inventory efforts and total costs.
Rich DeLong: Those numbers are daunting, should we be considering increasing staff?

Rob Ghiglieri: That’s the only way we’re going to be able to increase this program is to increase staff or reprioritize.
Rich DeLong: I appreciate you saying staff is maxed out; we’ve been focusing on increasing productivity for a number of
years rather than increasing staff.
Rob Ghiglieri: Just in the contracting amount, the last two years’ was 50% of the last 10 years’ total; we’ve spent a lot of
money recently. We’re still able to do work efficiently but with the current staffing we’re starting to hit our limits.
Rich DeLong: What I’m hearing from you is if we tried to bring on a second contractor, we don’t have the staff to
manage that. Is this a correct statement?
Rob Ghiglieri: Yes.
Rich Perry: We’ve had a number of discussions on this as we went through the claim fee question that we’ll talk about
later today, only the legislature could increase staffing so that would have to go to the next session, if we did that, we’d
have to start looking at how much more do we want to spend and we’d have to go back and ask additional money in the
claim fee if we really wanted to ratchet this program up. There’s a lot of friction once we go beyond what we’ve been
able to achieve at this point and time.
Dennis Bryan: Would you need more space?
Rich Perry: I don’t think we need more office space, I would arguably not recommend backing off on the public
education component. I this we’ve hit an optimal point here on this program, it’s cost effective every year that it is done
with claim fees at no expense to the general fund and the industry is willing to fund it because they see it as a social
license program.
Dennis Bryan: The AML program, what’s the percentage of the total budget?
Rich Perry: 60%, and contracted work is a big chunk of that.
John Snow: Excellent presentation, I thought it was pretty alarming the introduction of the tablets and the noted
increase of output and efficiency, with that, is the drone expected to have the same impact on the remote site’s, the
hard to get to ones?
Rob Ghiglieri: Yes for staff, no for the interns to use drones as they’d have to study on their own time and take the exam
to be a certified pilot.
John Snow: That’s great, you gave a good big picture overview, with the BLM they have a national contractor, is that
factored into these statistics?
Rob Ghiglieri: Yes, the overall numbers is including the BLM, Forest Service, fencing and the contractors. Overall in
Nevada, we’re the only ones doing inventory.
John Snow: As a discussion point for the Commission, maybe we should push to have them take ownership of the
29,000 orphans; they’re not orphans if they’re on BLM land.
Rich DeLong: it’s a good point.
D.
AME Roundup in Vancouver, January 20-23, 2020
Rich Perry, on behalf of Garret Wake, presented a PowerPoint presentation which gave a background on Round Up,
including justification for Nevada presence, budget forecast, and deliverables. Staff is recommending sending one
representative to attend in 2020. The estimated cost would be $2,547 USD.
Bob Felder: Vancouver is the hub of junior exploration activities, there’s a lot of reasons to be there. Who would go?
Rich Perry: We haven’t talked about it yet but it will probably be Mike or I.
Bob Felder: Exhibit space cost is less than Toronto, staying in town is less; it’s a really great place for Nevada to make a
presence.
Rich Perry: Do you believe one is better than the other and we should be at one or both?
Bob Felder: If I had to pick one, I’d pick Vancouver.
Rich DeLong: I agree with Bob, If I had to pick one, I’d pick Vancouver, I see a validity in both PDAC and Vancouver, PDAC
is little more mining focused and has a more international attendance, I’ve always viewed Vancouver as a western North
America show really focusing on the cordilleran and Nevada is kind of in the cordilleran.
Bob Felder: If you aren’t in the room, you definitely know the outcome and won’t have any conversations of usefulness,
you just have to be there and over the long run it will benefit.
Rich Perry: I do believe that fully with PDAC, some of the increased exploration spending and Fraser Institute results
were partially a result of that presence, we had a lot of people come and say it’s about time. We track one metric for
the last two years we’ve looked at hits on the website after PDAC; I always include those on the monthly report.

Dennis Bryan: For $2,500 we should go, and then based on the experience, next year make a determination.
Rich DeLong: I agree with Dennis, the $2,500 amount and what’s proposed for 2020 is a no brainer, right now we don’t
know if we can get in.
Bob Felder: I think we could get in, for years Round Up was in a little hotel and they outgrew it about 5 years ago, they
moved into the convention center, my thought would be there’s still room to expand, it’s a big facility, it’s not a huge
meeting, I don’t think they have the same waiting list as PDAC for booth space.
Rich DeLong: I would like to see, if there is a waiting list to get on the list and accelerate, look at a year schedule. From a
fiscal prospective we have the money to do this, even if it requires going to IFC I think it’s worth it.
Rich Perry: It always helps in our argument when we write some type of fiscal note that’s going to go to IFC or a work
program that our Commission instructed us to do this.
Motion to fund a person to attend AME in 2020 in Vancouver made by: Nigel Bain
Seconded by: Mary Korpi
Unanimously approved
E.
2018 Nevada Mineral, Geothermal and Oil Production
Mike Visher went over the Annual Status and Production Reports Draft as of April 25, 2019. Gold dropped 13%, Silver
dropped 5.4%, and there was an 8% reduction for Copper and a 30% reduction for Molybdenite. There’s been a shift
from open pit towards underground so production usually goes down, production usually lags a little bit behind the
commodity prices, and so as commodity prices go down, production goes down but not at the same exact time. The
numbers may go up but this is what we have to date.
Rich DeLong: There was a 700,000 ounce drop in gold, over half of that is from Pipeline; do you think that’s a reflection
of them just going underground at Cortez Hills?
Mike Visher: There was a shift in the development, they had some challenges with some of the headings and some of
the underground conditions so they had some delays and shifts on how they’re actually doing some production, the
grade had gone down of that which was actually produced.
Rich DeLong: There’s a similar drop at Arturo from 140,000 ounces to 50,000 ounces.
Mike Visher: And that was part of their plan, so they had some higher grade near surface and that was exhausted, so
there’s more stripping involved down to the next resource level.
Mike showed a graph for Geothermal Power Production, we saw a 7% increase year over year, and I do not have an
average price until the Department of Taxation finalizes their numbers and then creates a report for us to show the
actual price for what was sold. The next slide was on the Oil Production, with a 10% drop that was not unanticipated.
IV.

OLD BUSINESS

A.
Open Data Site additions
Lucia Patterson presented a PowerPoint presentation on the updated Open Data Site on NDOM’s website, there are two
new items, Nevada Mining Claims (all mining claims active, closed or pending), Mining Districts and Commodities. Lucia
also demonstrated how to search and navigate using the new functions and is offering a workshop on how to use and
navigate through the open data site on May 14, 2019 from 8:00 am to 12:00 pm at the NBMG Gold building in Reno.
Mary Korpi: I think it’s a great idea for the workshop; it’s a good service to the users.
Lucia Patterson: I hope so, how to take away the “new and I don’t know how to do this” factor.
Dennis: If you could give an update on NDOM and give a demonstration of the website at the GSN regular meeting in
September that would be great, there will be about 120 people there.
Lucia Patterson: Dana Bennett actually also invited me to present this at their mining convention in Tahoe.
Rich Perry: Lucia, do you want to comment on where we’re at in our project with the Bureau that was enabled at the
last Commission meeting, when the Commission said here are the 2 things we want to fund at the Bureau for the
intervening year, the second one of those was a database type project.
Lucia Patterson: We’ve met with them twice; we have a project timeline with an estimated completion date in May
2020. Right now we’re sourcing the data, where all the data sets are going to come from, and assessing what kind of, if

there might possibility be a need for an additional server, if there’s a need for an additional server there might be a cost
maintenance, there assessing what kind of data were going to have within certain parameters, how much space is it
going to take up, what do they already have, what do we have. Next month we start formatting it.
Rich Perry: The name of the project is Nevada Mineral Resource Database, it will be housed by the Bureau because this
will be a sizable one, and we’re trying to build the framework to make that happen so no one has to come into Nevada
and reinvent the wheel.
Bob Felder: To have such a repository would be amazing development in Nevada. Were you saying you would find
money to buy data from sources or is that a difficulty?
Rich Perry: That’s not what we envisioned, we’re trying to set up framework so that when it was brought in, donated or
somebody found some someplace and said I don’t have room to store this anymore that it would have a place to go at
the Bureau and could get scanned it and set up an electronic database. We would like to roll this out at the May GSN
meeting.
Dennis Bryan: I don’t know if there’s going to be a meeting in May because that’s the Symposium.
Rich Perry: Well maybe we’ll roll it out at the Symposium because we we’re trying to build it to where we had a date
where we’d have this done and we’re going to continue to meet monthly in order to drive it.
Lucia Patterson: Prior to that, there are some anticipating users and industry that we’re going to pull in to beta test this.
Dennis Bryan: Symposium would be a great spot to do this at. Contact Eric Struhsacker.
Rich Perry: Ok we’ll do that.
B.
PDAC Recap
Rob Ghiglieri shared a PowerPoint presentation with photos of the booth and location, graphic designs, geologic maps,
presentations with four presenters including Joel Lenz who spoke about opportunities for Ore Tolling and Copper
concentrate processing in Nevada. Rob shared the NDOM open data website, Garrett Wake spoke about MI 2017 report,
and Bob Felder discussed exploring Nevada from a junior exploration company perspective. Rob explained the 2019
web analytic comparison showing increases on the NDOM Website and NDOM Open Data Website, NBMG website and
NBMG Open Data site.
Notable takeaways were: GSN signed up 5 new members and totaled $1,380 in publication sales; NvMA signed four new
members directly from PDAC; and GOED networked with several companies and government entities. Overall it was a
very good year.
Rich DeLong: I was there and I thought the booth was a really great representative of Nevada; you did a really good job.
Rob Ghiglieri: Thanks.
Rich Perry: Just a note, I added the “Stake your claim” brochure, this is a collaborate effort with the Nevada Bureau of
Mines and Geology and us and we use this as our primary sales brochure of what’s going on and the new discoveries in
the state.
C.
2019 Legislative Session Update
Rich Perry gave an update about what’s transpired. There was no legislation in this session that directly impacted the
industries that we regulate or advocate for. There are two bills that could have had an impact on us, AB264, which is
relations between state agencies and Indian nations and tribes, it’s the one and only bill I did a fiscal note on this year
because it would require state agencies, Boards and Commissions to designate a native American liaison within our
organization to do consultation with them. The bill has some language, in my opinion that would cause a fair amount of
potential time, that bill passed out of the Assembly and is now sitting at the Senate; I don’t know the outcome of what
that is. The final bill is AB486, which is the creation of the Division of Outdoor Recreation within the Department of
Conservation of Natural Resources. This is supported by the Outdoor Industry Association which brought forward
testimony that said the Outdoor Industry Association creates 12 billion dollars in revenue and 87,000 jobs in the State of
Nevada which we found that it is not a factual statement.
One of the documents I’ve used to help educate on that is from the BLM “Your Public Land by the Dollars” which tells a
really strong story in Nevada about the impact of the BLM public lands.
Dennis Bryan: Did the BLM do this?
Rich Perry: Yes, this is put out by the BLM every year.

We have 25 days left in our legislative session, there’s a lot less bills signed this time around by the governor, the
number I heard, about a week ago, there were 3 or 4 bills signed. In the last session there were 60 bills signed from the
last governor, things should get interesting in the final 25 days.

D.

Division Financials and Recommendations

Mike Visher stated at the last Commission meeting we were asked to come back with an expenditure analysis and
recommendation for reserve guidance with regards to our current budget. The agency recommends using $1.2M as
new reserve guidance amount. Reductions to CAT 39 expenses could then act as a safety net in the event of unforeseen
revenue decreases. Forecasting in mining claim revenue, at the end of the fiscal year with $2,050,000, YOY increase of
1%. Mike talked about claim filings, explained the financials and AML expenses graph. Note that in CAT 39 a work
program is in place to increase our authority to spend money based on what the Commission asked for, that does not
get heard until June 20th, that’s for expenditures in this fiscal. As Rob discussed on CAT 39 and whether we want to
increase our expenditures on AML or do we want to do a claim fee decrease or a combination of the two. Next Mike
walked through the reserve sensitivity analysis using a flat 10 yr. average for mining claim revenue, which included why
increased AML expenditures by $150K a year for four years which comes in just above the guidance amount. Then we
looked at the claim fee reductions, if we reduce the claim fee reductions by $.50 per claim, which won’t take effect until
FY2021. We can’t actually do anything until FY20 because the County Recorders can’t change what they’re collecting
until FY21 so there’s a bit of a delay. Alternatively if we did $1.00 decrease we come in at just a little above $1M but
that’s below our reserve guidance. So if we do a combination, if we do a $.50 reduction on the mining claim fee and we
add $75K to AML for four years we come in just barely underneath our guidance. This was for flat mining claim fee
listings. Mike also went over a reserve sensitivity analysis using a 3% YOY decrease, which showed that any claim fee
decrease or combination resulted in falling below the reserve guidance amount. However, if we did a combination of
mining claim fee reduction of $.50 per claim and increased AML expenditures of $75K a year for either four or five years
it gets us pretty close to our reserve guidance with the caveat that the biggest way to adjust the trajectory of that
decline, changing the slope of it, is taking bites at AML. Our capacity for the program is roughly $650K, we’re budgeted
for $500K so we have capacity of $150K but if a partner comes in and say we’ve got $150K we’ll give you to take care of
the next project or we can’t do that if we’re already at our limit above $650K. One of things a combination does is build
in capacity for additional partner funding or the flexibility for us to re-evaluate our spending on a year by year basis
based on mining claim revenue, at the same time as providing a mining claim fee reduction that starts to drop our
reserve no matter what. Our recommendation is we do a $.50 claim fee reduction and then we augment the AML
program with additional monies based on additional guidance revenue, future forecast that we’re looking at $75K
increase which adds to AML but still allows for additional projects that might come in that we can’t foresee.
Rich DeLong: I thought I heard earlier from Rob he was at max capacity right now.
Mike Visher: At $650K.
John Snow: Do these figures include overhead and salary?
Mike Visher: Yes, if anything it may be a little high.
Rich DeLong: I see the logic of moving forward down the path of doing a regulation change to decrease the fee, my one
concern is there’s potential for a sweep this year, some of this excess we have might disappear, I would not want to vote
at this meeting saying we’re definitely doing a decrease, I can see moving forward with it so that we’re ready on July 1
after the session’s over to move forward with it but we’ll have an opportunity to see what the legislature does with any
potential excesses we have.
Rich Perry: The one time that money was swept from the Division of Minerals was a calculation of all the interest that
had accrued in the Treasurer’s office that was paid to the Division’s two bond pool accounts over the years. I don’t think
sweeping money from our general fund could legally be done because it’s in the statute. If you voted today to accept
the new reserve guidance number that will help us in justifying our budgets going forward. Per the State Administrative
Manual guidelines for finance, an agency isn’t supposed to hold more than two months of operating revenue and we
hold six months. The reason we’ve argued that is because we go six months without getting any revenue and we have
to adapt to that and our Commission has told us that this is what it should be, and that has prevailed us in argument so

that would help if it’s part of the motion. The mechanism would be to direct the division to start moving forward with a
regulation change in NRS 517.185 from $6.00 to $5.50 per filing, the other $4.00 is in NRS 513 and that is specific to
AML. If you enable this right now and say go ahead and start the process, you can always vote no when it comes back
to you. Does this sound logical and if so, let us start the process of doing it.
Dennis Bryan: The $75K in AML can we spend $75,000 elsewhere?
Rich Perry: If it’s legally enabled in the statute that we can do it, if it’s outside the budget and it’s $75K I can guarantee
it’s going to go to IFC and if it’s a contractual thing with any other entity it’s going to go to the Board of Examiners too.
Mike Visher: Rob’s presentation for what is queued up that you asked him to spend additional monies in FY19, he’s got
a similar amount in FY20 and an even a larger amount in FY21, everything is on track to spend more than the $500K
that’s in our current budget, things can slide to a degree and certainly if something else comes through the door we’d
have to slide down but we’d like to see the frontloaded efforts be funded as a priority over other things at this point.
Rich Perry: When we went through this process with Arden, last budget, we had to go to the Board of Examiners, we
have no problem with them if we’re doing AML work, and they love it. If we want to spend more money on AML, we’re
not going to have any problem with that. If we want to spend a little more money with the Bureau, like we’re doing, we
have to have a contract in place with them and it is budgeted and it’s economic development type stuff, I don’t think
we’d have a problem with that. I think that if it was a donation to somebody we’d probably have a problem.
Dennis Bryan: I was referring to some other deliverables that would benefit the mining industry, the exploration
industry, something like that.
Rich Perry: Bureau related stuff like we’re doing? I think those are the biggest impacts, for $35K at your last meeting
you directed us.
Dennis Bryan: Why can’t we split the $75K and double the $35K?
Rich DeLong: Just my opinion, I think we could, the key is what are the projects, and are they projects we find useful.
Dennis Bryan: What about the project on collecting all the data, I don’t think $35K is going to be enough.
Rich Perry: If it isn’t I’ll let you know because we put a budget to it last time, remember the Bureau has a statute similar
to ours that says they’re supposed to do things for economic geology and so forth, we can suggest it and with a small
amount of money put the priority to it and if you throw Lucia and I into it, and we meet every month, It’s going to
happen.
Mike Visher: Just a note on that project, it’s funded for $40K.
Dennis Bryan: If we were to lower it by $1.00 and five years from now we needed that money back would the process
be complicated?
Rich Perry: It would be the same process as this, go through rulemaking, like when we raised it a couple of years ago
$1.50.
Rich DeLong: Mike, would you speak about the reason you selected $.50 vs $1.00.
Mike Visher: I chose both to see what the impacts are, the $1.00 fee reduction; if mining claims stayed stagnant we fall
underneath our reserve guidance at 2024 so that seemed to be a little much. If we increase additional expenditures in
additional to that we fall well below, and that forced me to look at the $.50. Because originally we were looking at
dropping it $1.00 and that’s what I did but it came in much lower, we’re trying to look for something that manages a
softer landing closer to that reserve and keeps it more manageable, it may be a combination in order to achieve that.
Bob Felder: Both $1.00 reduction proposals include $75K increase to AML, did you look at any intermediate cases where
$1.00 reduction and maybe a $50K increase to AML or to try and play with the numbers a little bit and see how you
come out relevant to the guidance.
Mike Visher: I did two things on the $1.00. I did just $1.00 with no increase to AML and then $1.00 reduction with $75K
increase to AML for 2 years, part of the reasoning by adding some reduction to AML we can make that impact FY20 right
away so it will drop our reserve base immediately, if I wait and do it later then we don’t have that immediate impact.
What we’re trying to do is lessen the reserve amount soon so it’s not so high but try to make sure that we don’t have to
make major changes again, we’re limited to when we can do the rulemaking, it’s only every other year we can do the
rulemaking and the County Recorders have to reset their software for that. We do have claimants that start paying in
July, so for mining claim reductions, everybody’s going to wait until that takes effect, for increases, people prepaid to
avoid the increase. You can pay as early as January on your claims for the next assessment year, so if you’re going to do
an increase, you limit the effectiveness of that increase and that’s what happened when we did the last increase, people
get wise to this if they have a significant number of claims so we can’t make big changes to the mining claim fee

revenue, because of the delay in the rulemaking, in the timing of when that actually occurs at the County level for filings.
I looked at the combination because we’re trying to get our reserve down; I played with the number of years added to
AML in order to not get us too far away from that reserve guidance.
Dennis Bryan: The $1.00 reduction sounds better than a $.50 reduction, so if you had a $1.00 reduction plus $75K
increase in AML, in two years’ time in 2022, if there are some changes we could eliminate that $75K increase in AML, is
that correct?
Mike Visher: You could, it would change a little bit, so you could add the difference and add it to the end, it would still
be a little under the reserve guidance. That’s the beauty of doing the combination of the two, whether its $.50 or $1.00
on AML that’s your other bite, how you’re going to use your ‘thrusters’ for a soft landing.
Dennis Bryan: But the AML could easily be adjusted?
Mike Visher: If we’re going to increase expenditures in AML over the $500Kwe have to do a work program so it’s not
just go spend more money, we have to get approval to spend more money from the Legislature.
Dennis Bryan: if we wanted to take that money away in two years, we wouldn’t have to do anything?
Mike Visher: Correct, you wouldn’t have to do anything because you’re budgeted at X amount and spending less that
would be an easy thing to do.
Rich DeLong: The $1.00 decrease under both scenarios, both times the $1.00 decrease takes us below the reserve which
means we’re guaranteeing another regulation change in four years.
Mike Visher: Or less because you have to tee it up.
John Snow: Did we see a decrease when the BLM raised their maintenance fee.
Mike Visher: There was a nominal decrease but not to the degree that you see when the gold price drops, that has a
larger impact, so I think it will be dependent on what the amount is, the net effect is to cut back to your core position, if
you don’t have money set aside for increased holding costs there will certainly be some entities that didn’t see this
coming, but trying to predict what that’s going to look like, I really don’t know and not knowing what that increase is
going to be, I really don’t know. The BLM couldn’t comment on what they thought that increase might be yesterday
when I met with them.
Rich DeLong: Staff is recommending 1.2 M reserve base and a $.50 reduction and $75K additional AML expenditures but
I don’t think we need to make a recommendation on the $75K right now, what we’re trying to do it is start the process
to a regulation change for the $.50 or $1.00 depending on what the mood of the group is.
Motion made by: Mary Korpi moved we make the new Reserve Guidance $1.2M.
Seconded by: Dennis Bryan
Unanimously approved
Motion made by: Mary Korpi moved we instruct staff to start the process to decrease claim fee by $.50.
Seconded by: Bob Felder
Unanimously approved

COMMENTS BY THE GENERAL PUBLIC
Tim Crowley with Lithium Nevada invited the Commission to attend one of their meetings or take a tour of their pilot
plant near Renown Hospital. Tim shared a handout explaining the development of the largest known lithium deposit in
the United States located in Humboldt County, NV.

COMMISSION BUSINESS
A.
Determination of time and place of next CMR meetings
August 15, 2019, 1:00 pm in Winnemucca, NV with a tour at Hycroft Mine on Friday, August 16, 2019. November 14,
2019, 1:00 pm in Carson City with a possible Hearing.

COMMENTS BY THE GENERAL PUBLIC
No public came forward for comment.
ADJOURNMENT
4:38 pm

III. NEW BUSINESS

III. A Biennium contract with the Nevada
Bureau of Mines and Geology

III. B Mineral Resource Database Project
(MRDP)

NV-MRDP
Nevada Mineral Resources Database
Project
Presented by:

Rachel Micander
Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology

Objective:
To show explorers who are new to Nevada what has been
explored.

Project Team
• A combination of expertise from NBMG and NDOM
• NBMG:
•
•

Cartography and GIS (Jennifer Vlcan, Rachel Micander, and
others)
Mike Ressell, David Davis, Emily O’Dean, Jim Faulds, and
others as needed

• NDOM
•

Lucia Patterson and Rich Perry

2

The Project
Create a web platform of Nevada mineral resources including
precious metals, base metals, and industrial minerals.

Plan
• The project team originally looked at MapPlace as an
example
•

MapPlace is a suite of geospatial web services provided by
the British Columbia Geological Survey to visualize and
analyze geoscience and mineral resource data in British
Columbia.

• The team decided to refer to this project as a web
platform project rather than a database
•

It will combine many databases and resources into a onestop-shop.

Progress
• The project team has been meeting monthly to
discuss progress, data layers to include, and
organization methods.
3

Data Organization
Data have been organized into several categories relevant
to exploration in Nevada.
• Categories Include*
•
•
•
•
•

Occurrences and
Production
Deposits
Mineral Resource
Geology
Exploration

•
•
•
•
•

Technical Reports
Geophysical
Geochemical
Land Status
Reference Data

• Some of the datasets that will be included in these categories already
exists as a web service, while others will need to be created over the
course of this project.

*Please note that these categories may change or be further
refined as the project progresses
4

Data Layers
Some of the layers that are or may be included in the mapping application:

Future Layers

Current Layers

• Historical production

• Active Mines and Energy Producers

• Precious metals, base metals, industrial minerals

• MRDS

• Age dates

• Notices and Plan of Operations

• Theses

• Geology data including

• Economic geology reports

•

Rock units, terranes, geologic map index, biostratigraphy

• Mining district files

• Surface Management Agency

• Soils geochemistry

• Land Withdrawls: existing and proposed

• ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission
and Reflection Radiometer)

• Mining Claims
• PLSS
• 43-101 Reports
• NAIP and Topographic Map Indexes
5

Beta
Application
Demonstration
http://nbmg.maps.arcgis.com/apps/
webappviewer/index.html?id=e279f
b2d805945b59dea1cf661f5b4e6

6

Thank You
Rachel Micander
rmicander@unr.edu
http://www.nbmg.unr.edu/

III. C 2019 Northern and Southern Nevada
Teacher Workshops

2019 Teachers Workshop Update

Garrett Wake & Courtney Brailo
Nevada Division of Minerals

Introduction
• Minerals Education Teacher’s Workshop
– Educate teachers about minerals, mineral use, economics of
mining and develop a foundation for earth science education
– Complete with take-away activities for classrooms

• Held twice a year
– Las Vegas – Spring Break
– Northern Nevada (Reno/Rural) – Early Summer

NRS 513.073 Encouragement of exploration; collection and dissemination of educational information
NRS 513.108 Abatement of dangerous condition of nonoperating mine

Funding & Sponsors

• CMR Approved Funds & NMA Supported
• 5 Dedicated NDOM Staff plus Interns (northern)

Schedule & Classes
• Funds support:
– Classroom Material (lots! – posters, mineral ID books
& kits, hand lenses, etc.)
– AML Swag with Safety Message
– Rock and Mineral Boxes
– Teacher Giveawayss & Microscope

• Workshop includes:
– Industry Message
– AML Message
– 16+ Classroom & Tour Hours

Schedule & Classes

• Tours are guided with focus on geology and mining
• Digital Road Logs available for teacher’s during & after workshop

Example: Drilling For Energy Class
• Addresses drilling and
exploration practices with
Nevada Specific example
– Rock Identification
– Geologic Mapping
– Reading and Creating Well Logs /
Stratigraphic Sections
– Porosity & Permeability Testing
– Drilling and Hydraulically
Fracturing Wells

•

Cupcake Core Drilling Class – Addresses many of these
topics with mineral exploration and production – geared at
younger ages

Example: Build A Mine

• Instructs on the various aspects that come into consideration when
considering mining a deposit:
– Are the economics favorable?
– What type of resource is it?
– Life cycle of a mining operation
• In detail: Exploration, Permitting, Development, Extraction, Reclamation

– Activity where groups each receive a different game board hosting a mineral
deposit
• Decide on your resource model
– Underground / Open Pit

• Roll dice to determine:
– Commodity price, proximity to towns and infrastructure, purchase equipment or contract, favorability
of geochemistry, reclamation cost, nearby biological/cultural resources, etc.

Example: Minerals Grab Bag
What am I made of?

• Two activities pulled from NDOM’s growing archive
• 2019:
– What am I made of? (2nd & 3rd grade)
• Students identify and classify common objects

– Minerals properties and uses (4th – 12th grade)
• Students test 8 minerals for hardness, streak and color
• Students identify each mineral based off exhibited properties

Example: Geologic Time
• Understanding geologic time
and evolution – perspective
• Earth History Overview
with Nevada highlights
– 76 million years per minute!

• Multitude of activities and
resources
–
–
–
–
–

Earth Timescale – to scale
Poster Game
Make a fossil
Evolve a Beast
Many more!

Tours – Southern Nevada

• Lhoist - Chemical Lime
Mine/Processing Plant,
Quarry, Sampling, Processing
& Final Product with blast!
• Tule Springs Fossil Beds

Tours – Southern Nevada

• Las Vegas Rock - Decorative Sandstone,
Quarry t0 Custom Product Process
• Red Rock National Park – Archeology,
Geology & Biology

Tours – Southern Nevada

• Simplot - Silica Mine
• Lost City Museum

Tours – Northern Nevada

• Pumpkin Hollow - Copper Mine
• Anaconda Mine - NDEP/Reclamation

Tours – Northern Nevada

• Truckee River - Geology & Flood
Cycles
• Pyramid Lake - Historic Mining,
AML, Native Tribes & History,
• BLM Wild Horse & Burro
Management

Attendance Totals

• Southern Nevada
– 177 teachers signed up
– 119 teachers in
attendance

• Northern Nevada
– 81 teachers signed up
– 57 teachers in
attendance

Surveys – So. NV

Surveys – So. NV

Surveys – N. NV

Surveys – N. NV

Questions

IV. OLD BUISNESS

IV. A Legislatively-Approved 2020-2021
NDOM Budget

Legislatively Approved Budget
For FY 2020-2021
Commission on Mineral Resources
Division of Minerals

Richard Perry, Administrator
August 15, 2019

Budget Approval Path
Division Prepares
Budget & Projects

CMR Reviews Budget
Sets Priorities

July-Aug, 2018

Late August, 2018

Division
Submits to
Governor's
Office
August 31, 2018

Governor
Recommends
to Legislature

Legislature
Modifies
& Approves

Early January, 2019

Feb-June 2019

CMR-Division of Minerals - 2020-2021 Legislatively-approved Budget
Revenue
GL #
2511
3578
3580
3654
3717
3718 & 3727
3736
3740
3770
3801
3805
4011
4027
4203
4311
4326
4620

Description
Balance Forward Previous Year
BLM Cooperative Agreement
USFS Assistance Agreement
Oil Production Fee
Oil Permit Fees
Mining Claim Fees
Geothermal Fees
Dissolved Mineral Resource Fees
Surface Disturbance Fee (AML)
Clark County AML
NAAMLP Conference
Copy Machines - Sales to Public
Publication Sales (AML signs)
BOA Travel Card Refund
Medallion Royalty Fee
Treasurer's Interest
Transfer from Recl. Bond Pool
REVENUE TOTAL

2019 EST * FY20 BUDGET FY21 BUDGET Remarks
1,358,743
1,139,097
1,198,254
130,475
8,397
8,397 BLM assistance funding AML work performed by NDOM on BLM lands
13,409
8,397
8,397 USFS assistance funding AML work performed by NDOM on USFS lands
35,035
40,016
40,016 $0.15 per bbl fee for oil production annually
6,800
6,500
6,500 Permit fees for new oil and gas wells
1,993,030
1,812,030
1,794,340 Mining Claim fees @ $10 per new claim, $10 for claims held
160,100
157,500
157,500 Annual fee and permit fees for geothermal wells and permitting
1,000
10,000
10,000 Permit fees for DMR (lithium brine) permits
29,140
51,567
51,567 $20 per acre fee for new mine surface disturbance
143,365
0
0 Inter-local contract for AML securing
0
0
0 pass-through, Nevada hosting 2020 NAAMLP Conference in So. Lake Tahoe
1,613
606
606 Copying Charge for Public Records Request
1,480
1,233
1,233 AML signs sold at office
0
75
75
107
226
226 Fee for minting of medallions with State seal remitted to NDOM
29,653
25,292
25,292 Interest we receive for money deposited with Treasurer
81,151
93,327
93,327 Fee from Bond Pool for NDOM Management
$3,985,101
$3,354,263
$3,395,730

Expenditures
CAT #
01
02
03
04
08

09
14
17

18
26
30
39

FY19 Actuals FY20 Forecast FY21 Forecast
Description
Personnel (Sal.,WC, PERS,OT)
1,153,607
1,228,059
1,227,658
Out-of-State Travel (Staff, CMR)
16,351
17,078
16,438
In-State Travel (Non-AML)
12,978
13,724
12,325
Carson Operating Expenses+Equipment
121,830
113,436
111,832
CMR Travel (In-State)
3,353
6,409
6,409

Special Projects (Mackay, NBMG)
Las Vegas Operating Expenses
Fluid Minerals
AML Support (per diem, trucks, fuel,
AML supplies and travel, SOSA
supplies)
Computer and IT
Training
AML Enhancements(contracts, equip.)

40
AML Conference (NAAMLP Sep. 2020)
87 & 88 & 89 Cost Allocations (State, Purchasing, AG)
EXPENDITURE TOTAL
86
Reserve - Balance Forward to Next Year
* 2019 not yet closed

Remarks
11 FTE's and 8 summer interns, includes 3 weeks in Dec for interns
Includes PDAC (3), AEMA (3), NAAMLP (2)
Travel, lodging and per-diem within State
Rent, Operaing supplies

156,937
33,868
22,171

128,017
34,991
10,258

FY20 - $90k (NBMG deliverables), $27,304k (PDAC), $15k (NVMA Ed) $2.7k
display updates, $40k AML SOSA video; FY21 - $90k (NBMG deliverables),
128,017 $27,826 PDAC, $15k (NVMA Ed), $2.7k display updates
35,687 Office will move in 2020
10,258 Lowell's field expenses for OGG and DMRE

144,347
23,006
2,085
628,509

120,527
7,944
4,840
494,000

120,177
7,944
4,840
500,000

1,568
79,592
$2,400,201
$1,584,900
$634,900

0
98,798
$2,278,081
$1,076,182
$126,182

Swag; AML per diem 6 interns for 3 wks in winter (FY19); 8 interns; vehicle
repair costs; Fleet Services lease on trucks, 8 new Mesa tablets in 2021
computer hardware/replacements
ESRI training
Contracted AML closure work

0 pass-through, Nevada hosting 2020 NAAMLP Conference in So. Lake Tahoe
98,798 Purchasing assessment, AG cost allocation, State cost allocation
$2,280,383
$1,115,347
$165,347 Reserve Amount in excess of $950,000 guidance

PERFORMANCE MEASURES - DIVISION OF MINERALS
PERFORMANCE
MEASURE

GOAL

1. Oil, Gas and Geothermal Well and Resource
Regulation

Field inspection of
permitted oil, gas
and geothermal
wells in Nevada
each year

> 33% Annually

2. Mining Regulation and Fluid Management and
Reclmamation

Number of
hazardous AML
openings secured
vs. number
inventoried

> 70% Annualized

3. Resource Management and Public Outreach

Number of mineral
education and
AML hazard
presentations per
year

ACTIVITY NAME

> 264 per year,
which is 2 per
employee per
month

Minerals Education in Schools
Summer College Internship program
NRS 513

NDOM web-site delivery of fillable-forms,
open-data web site, information to public
and industry, maps and information to
Governor and Legislature.

AML Program
Oil, Gas, Geothermal and Dissolved
Mineral Exploration Well Permitting
NRS 522, NRS 534A, NRS 534B

Industry outreach, Mines Registry,
Record annual production, collect and
Disseminate information, trade shows,
NRS 517 (Claims), NRS 519A (bond pool)

STATE OF NEVADA
COMMISSION ON MINERAL RESOURCES

DIVISION OF MINERALS
400 W. King Street, Suite 106
Carson City, Nevada 89703
(775) 684-7040 • Fax (775) 684-7052
http://minerals.nv.gov/
BRIAN SANDOVAL
Governor

Las Vegas Office: 2030 E. Flamingo Rd. #220, Las Vegas, NV 89119
Phone: (702) 486-4343; Fax: (702) 486-4345

RICHARD PERRY
Administrator

DATE: January 2, 2019
TO: Cindy Jones, Assembly Fiscal Analyst
FROM: Richard Perry, Administrator
SUBJECT: Expanded Program Narrative
BUDGET ACCOUNT NUMBER: 4219

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM
The Nevada Division of Minerals, a part of the Commission on Mineral Resources, administers programs and
activities for abandoned mine land public safety, minerals education, reclamation performance bonds, and
annual reporting of all mineral, geothermal and oil & gas production for the State. In addition, the Division is
the regulatory agency for geothermal, oil & gas drilling and production, and dissolved mineral resource
exploration wells.
The Commission on Mineral Resources is a seven-member body appointed by the Governor for their
knowledge of mining, minerals exploration, geothermal, and oil & gas exploration and production. The
Commission directs mineral-related policy for the Division, advises the Governor and Legislature on matters
relating to mineral resources, and approves any regulation changes charged to the Division. The Commission
on Mineral Resources is an Executive Branch agency, as defined in NRS 513.
The Division of Minerals has 11 full-time employees and offices in Carson City and Las Vegas. Professional
staff are generally recruited from industry with educational backgrounds in minerals exploration and mining,
geothermal and oil & gas production, and global information systems. Professional staff are all unclassified
employees and skilled in their areas of expertise. The Division is entirely fee-funded through mining claim
fees, geothermal fees, oil and gas fees, reclamation fees, and matching support for abandoned mine land
inventory and securing work from the US Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management (BLM), US Army Corps
of Engineers and Nevada counties. No revenues are derived from General Fund appropriations.
The Division maintains an active State web site where program information, meetings, forms and approved
permits can be viewed (http://minerals.nv.gov/), and an open-data site where maps, shapefiles, educational
materials and other digital data can be downloaded by the public.
http://data-ndom.opendata.arcgis.com/

Dennis Bryan; Small-Scale Mining and Prospecting
Mary Korpi, Public at Large
Arthur Henderson; Oil and Gas

Commission on Mineral Resources
Richard DeLong, Chairman; Large-Scale Mining

Nigel Bain; Large-Scale Mining
Robert Felder; Exploration and Development
John H. Snow; Geothermal Resources

I.

APPLICABLE NEVADA REVISED STATUTES, PURPOSE AND CRITICAL NEED

NRS 513 – Commission on Mineral Resources, Division of Minerals
•

Encouragement of minerals exploration, collection and dissemination of educational information and
maintenance of a register of all active mining, geothermal and oil & gas operations in the State, and
abatement of dangerous conditions of non-operating mines.
o The Division issues an annual publication each year entitled “Major Mines of Nevada”, which
has production data for the State’s mines, geothermal energy fields and oil production. This
publication is used by industry, elected officials, government agencies and the public. The
Nevada Department of Taxation also uses this production data to help audit net proceeds of
mines calculations. http://pubs.nbmg.unr.edu/Major-mines-of-Nevada-2017-p/p029.htm
o The abandoned mine lands (AML) program is designed to discover dangerous conditions from
historic mining practices that pose a physical safety risk to the public. The Division identifies the
owner or responsible party, annually notifies each board of county commissioners, secures
orphan hazardous mine openings and educates the public about these hazards. Division Staff
respond to law enforcement on matters relating to abandoned mine shafts and operate remote
equipment for inspection of shafts and tunnels. The annual Nevada Abandoned Mine Lands
Report documents work completed the previous year along with performance measures and
reported incidents or fatalities. Mine securing work is performed by Division staff, summer
interns, staff-supervised scout service projects and the Division’s remediation contractors.
http://minerals.nv.gov/uploadedFiles/mineralsnvgov/content/Programs/AML/2017_NDOM_AM
L_Report_Final.pdf
o Education and Outreach - Division personnel provide minerals education programs and materials
to K-12 schools and presentations to civic and trade organizations. The Division partners with
the Education Committee of the Nevada Mining Association to provide earth science teacher
workshops in southern and northern Nevada each year, and assists State museums with technical
assistance and displays related to earth science and mineral resources.
http://minerals.nv.gov/Programs/EO/EO/
o The Commission funds targeted studies and reports published by the Nevada Bureau of Mines
and Geology on topics related to mineral exploration, mining and processing, using funds
derived from mining claim fees. http://minerals.nv.gov/Programs/Mining/Mining_Forms/

NRS 517 – Mining Claims, Mill Sites and Tunnel Rights
•

This statute, which dates back to 1873, defines all of the critical laws and procedures for filing and
maintaining unpatented mining claims on Federal lands in Nevada. These include the persons entitled to
locate unpatented mining claims, monumenting for the various types of claims, maps and surveys
required, recording of claims with counties, and definitions of unlawful acts. The Division maintains
approved forms for the various types of mining claims on its web site and responds to public and
industry information requests. Division staff also responds to questions from county recorders and the
public on issues related to locating and recording of mining claims. The Division partners with the
BLM in their mining claim workshops, offered for free each year to the public. As of October, 2018,
there were 193,654 active mining claims within the State.
http://minerals.nv.gov/Programs/Mining/MiningClaims/
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•

The Division updated all 16 mining claim forms referenced in NAC 517 to include online-fillable forms
in 2016.

NRS 519A.290 – Program for Pooling of Reclamation Performance Bonds.
•

The Division administers a reclamation bond pool for small miners and exploration companies operating
in Nevada. The Division issues reclamation bonds which are required by the Nevada Division of
Environmental Protection and/or the BLM before land can be disturbed for exploration. Most of this
reclamation pool covers “notice-level projects”, which disturb five acres or less of Federal land. This
program is important to the minerals exploration community as it reduces the time required to acquire
reclamation bonding through other sources.
http://minerals.nv.gov/Programs/BP/BP/

NRS 522 – Oil and Gas.
•

The Division of Minerals is the permitting and compliance agency responsible for evaluating and issuing
drilling permits for oil and gas wells, completion and operation of wells, conservation of the resource
and protection of fresh water. Procedures to resolve questions and disputes through hearings and orders
regarding pooling and unitization of hydrocarbon resources are defined in this chapter. Nevada had 119
permitted oil wells in 2018 and no gas wells. At the end of 2018, there were three active permits to drill.
All existing oil & gas wells are inspected by Division staff every year.

•

Nevada is a member of the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission (IOGCC) which represents the
governors of 31 member states and works to ensure the nation’s oil and gas resources are conserved and
utilized to their maximum potential while protecting health, safety and the environment. The
Administrator of the Division has historically been appointed as the Governor’s representative to
IOGCC. The Division pays Nevada’s IOGCC dues with fees collected from oil production each year.

•

The State’s Oil and Gas code (NAC 522) was updated in 2014. This update included regulations for the
use of hydraulic fracturing in oil and gas drilling. The Division coordinates with the Bureau of Land
Management in permitting wells on Federal lands, as Nevada is a “dual-permitting” State, which allows
for Nevada’s more stringent regulations to be enforced on Federal lands.
http://minerals.nv.gov/Programs/OG/OG/

NRS 534A – Geothermal Resources.
•

The Division is the permitting and compliance agency for drilling, completion and operation of
geothermal wells in Nevada. Nevada had 459 permitted commercial and industrial geothermal wells at
the end of calendar 2018. Geothermal wells are inspected by Division staff on a minimum three-year
cycle. Nevada is the second largest producer of geothermal electrical power in the nation.

•

The Division was directed by the Commission on Mineral Resources to review and update the State’s
geothermal code (NAC 534A) to reflect current drilling practices and technology changes. This process
will begin in calendar 2019. http://minerals.nv.gov/Programs/Geo/Geo/
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NRS 534B – Dissolved Mineral Resources
•

This new chapter of NRS was created during the 2017 legislative session, and regulations were
subsequently developed in coordination with the Divisions of Environmental Protection and Water
Resources. The regulations address permitting of exploration boreholes and wells for mineral brines,
more specifically lithium-bearing brines. Nevada had approximately 12,000 mining claims located for
lithium brine exploration on Federal lands as of October, 2018.

•

The program is necessary to regulate drilling and plugging of exploration boreholes and wells for
dissolved minerals, limits the amount of water that can be sampled or pumped for each project, and
requires a safety review by the Division staff where boreholes or wells are in proximity to active
geothermal or oil-producing areas. The regulations operate in conjunction with BLM surfacedisturbance permitting and reclamation bonding for locatable mineral exploration projects.

NEW PROGRAMS OR MODIFICATIONS TO EXISTING PROGRAMS
The Division of Minerals has no new programs or modifications of existing programs proposed for 2020-2021.
Division revenues are highly dependent on the number of mining claims filed or renewed each year. Activity
levels in the abandoned mine land securing program are adjusted to these revenues by ramping contracted
securing work up or down. The Division expects the number of mining claims to remain relatively static during
the next two years, and has budgeted accordingly. The Division has no BDR’s or Bill drafts.
II.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

The Division has three performance indicators in the 2018-19 budget plan. The Division exceeded all three of
these performance indicators in FY 2018. These measures are used to drive activities and performance within
the Division and are reported to the Governor’s Office and Commission on Mineral Resources in the Division’s
monthly executive summary.
Agency 500 Commission on Mineral Resources - Performance Measures
PERFORMANCE
MEASURE
Abandoned Mine
Resource
Lands and Minerals
Management Education
and Public
Presentations per
Outreach
Employee
Mining
Regulation and
Percent of Hazardous
Fluid
Abandoned Mine
Management
Openings Secured
and
Reclamation
Oil, Gas and Percent of Oil, Gas
Geothermal and Geothermal
well Resource wells inspected
Regulation annually

ACTIVITY

III.

DESCRIPTION
Number of abandoned mine land (AML) and
minerals education presentations in schools,
civic and trade groups per employee annually
(Goal >24 per year per emplyee)

FY-17 Actual

FY-18 Actual

FY-19 Projected

FY-20 Projected

FY -21 Projected

29

34.7

25

24

24

81%

79.40%

80%

80%

80%

61%

64%

59%

58%

57%

Percent of Abandoned Mine Lands Opening
Secured (Goal: AML hazards logged/ AML
hazards secured > 70% annually)

Percent of total Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Wells
inspected ( Goal: >33% per year)

WORKLOAD STATISTICS

The Division of Minerals does not use workload statistics. The Division does track numbers of permits issued
for oil, gas and geothermal drilling, the number of well inspections performed, the number of minerals
education presentations given by staff, and abandoned mine land work completed. These are reported in the
Division’s monthly report.
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Nevada Commission on Mineral Resources
Division of Minerals (4219)
FY 20/21 as of 7/5/2018
Governor
State of Nevada

Commission on Mineral Resources

Deputy Administrator, Mineral Resources
Pos#0006; U3918
Manages work programs, contracts and audits, time sheet
approval, mine registry, bond pool, exploration survey, contract
officer & mining industry liaison. Overall responsibility in absence
of Administrator

7 members appointed by Governor.
NRS 513.023

Administrator, Mineral Resources
Nevada Division of Minerals
Pos#0001; U4706
Agency head, overall responsibility,
serves as Secretary to Commission, and
as member of State Environmental
Commission. Liaison to Industry,
Governor's office and Legislature.
NRS 513.083

Chief, Abandoned Mine Lands
Pos#0007; U3919
Manages Abandoned Mine Lands program including BLM and
USFS coordination and summer intern program, mineral education
activities

Program Manager
Oil, Gas, and Geothermal
Pos#0002; U3916
Manages oil, gas and geothermal regulatory programs, field
inspection, permit approval & well engineering

Chief, So. Nevada Operations
Pos#0009; U3930
Responsible for Las Vegas office, AML in southern NV, public
information & public awareness, minerals education, & mining
industry liaison.

Field Specialist
Pos#0021; U3932
GIS, programing, general public information & education activities,
AML field work and support, and office support.

Field Specialist
Pos#0031; U3932

The Division of Minerals
currently has:
11 FTEs
8 Seasonal FTEs

AML field work and support, GIS/LiDAR/InSAR, backup to oil, gas,
& geothermal program manager, general public information, &
education activities

Field Specialist/Minerals
Pos#0011; U3932
AML field work, office support, general public information, &
education activities

Program Officer II
Pos#0004; 7.647; Gd 33
Budget, internal controls, accounting, purchasing, monitor grants
and contracts, payroll, public awareness programs, & oil, gas,
geothermal program support

FTEs in white are located
in Carson City
FTEs in yellow are located
in Las Vegas

Admin. Assistant IV
Pos#0113; 2.21; Gd 29
Training, personnel, executive assistant to CMR, public meeting
coordinator, assist in budget prep and accounting functions, record
retention, & public awareness programs

Admin. Assistant IV
Pos#0014; 2.21; Gd 29
Las Vegas office support, AML support, agency computer
specialist and webmaster, electronic databases, public awareness
& mineral education activities

Summer
Interns
(8 Positions)

IV. B Fluid Minerals Activity Update and FY
2019 Production

OIL, GAS, AND GEOTHERMAL ACTIVITY
2019 Permitting and Drilling Activity (through August 2, 2019)
Permit Type
Geothermal - Ind
Production
Geothermal - Ind Inj

Issued

Drilled

Issued

Drilled

Issued

Drilled

Issued

Drilled

2016

2016

2017

2017

2018

2018

2019

2019

9

10

6

4

3

4

1

---

3

1

4

4

1

1

3

1

Geothermal - Observation

2

4

3

1

3

3

1

1

Geothermal - TG

---

---

19

15

18

19

2

2

Geothermal - Com

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

Geothermal - Dom

---

4

2

2

---

---

---

---

Geothermal - Project Area

---

---

1

---

---

---

---

---

Geothermal - Total

14

19

35

26

25

27

7

4

Oil & Gas

3

1

0

1

3

1

3

1

No permits have been issued during January 2019.

Ormat Nevada

Geothermal

Activity

Oil

USG Nevada
(Ormat Nevada)

Ormat Nevada drilled the 42-8 injection well at Wild Rose
during the second quarter of 2019. Ormat completed the
drilling of the Dixie Meadows 22D-8 observation well in
early August. Ormat has been issued a drilling permit for the
83(82)-6 production well in Steamboat Hills, and is expected
to spud this well in August or September.
USG Nevada completed the drilling the San Emidio 25A-21
production well in the field’s southwest extension area in
December 2018. USG Nevada permitted two injection wells
north of the San Emidio Field, near the Wind Mountain
Mine area, in July. The two injection wells are expected to
be drilled in August.

Enel North
America

Enel North America has submitted a permit application for a
temperature gradient well at their Salt Wells Field.

Major Oil
International

Major Oil International plugged and abandoned the Eblana 1
and Eblana 3 wells in May. Eblana 1 was drilled in 2012,
and the Eblana 3 was drilled in 2018.
Grant Canyon Oil and Gas permitted the Three Bar Federal
25-2 in May. Grant Canyon will be attempting to bring the
well onto production in August or September.
West Grant Canyon Development permitted the Butterfield 1
exploration well in June. The proposed location for the well
is approximately 1.75 miles southwest of the Sans Spring
Field tank battery location. It is unknown as to when this
well will spud.
SAM Oil permitted the White River Valley 1-9 in late
February. The proposed location is approximately 26 miles
south of Lund. SAM Oil is waiting on the release of the
Welsco Drilling rig by USG Nevada to spud this well. Most
likely the well will spud in September.

Grant Canyon Oil
and Gas
West Grant Canyon
Development

SAM Oil

Summary of 2018 Dissolved Minerals Activity
Permits
Issued 2018

Permits
Drilled 2018

NOI Approved
2018

NOI Drilled
2018

Exploration Well Permits

6

3

---

---

Notice of Intent Approvals

---

---

6

5

Type of Activity

Summary of 2019 Dissolved Minerals Activity (through August 2, 2019)
Permits
Issued 2019

Permits
Drilled 2019

NOI Approved
2019

NOI Drilled
2019

Exploration Well Permits

---

1

---

---

Notice of Intent Approvals

---

---

---

1

Type of Activity

No exploration well permits for dissolved minerals have been issued during 2019. Belmont
Resources did drill a borehole in Kibby Basin, located approximately 36 miles northwest of
Tonopah. The NOI was approved in early December 2018. Drilling began in late December, and
completed drilling in February, after a multi-week hiatus in drilling. Plugging of the borehole
was delayed until May due an exceptionally wet valley floor after spring runoff.
LithiumOre permitted the LithiumOre 1 exploration well in Railroad Valley in November 2018.
The well was drilled during April and early May 2019 to a total depth of 3,000 feet. The location
for this well is approximately 4 miles south-southeast of the Foreland Refinery.
Summary of Geothermal and Oil Well Inspections for Fiscal Year 2019 (as of 6/30/2019)

FY 2019 Well Inspections

Total Wells

Wells Needed
for FY19

Wells
Inspected

% of
Total
Needed

Wells
Remaining

Geothermal (22 Locations)
Oil (20 Locations)
Totals

457
118
575

152
39
192

261
119
380

171.3%
303%
198%

-109
-80
-188

The two remaining open DMRE exploration wells, 3PL LD 1-32 and LithiumOre 1, were
inspected in May 2019. Both wells are located in Railroad Valley.
Sundry Notice Activity (through August 2, 2019)
Twenty-nine geothermal and five oil sundry notices have been approved during the 2019
calendar year.

BLM Lease Sales
The BLM Ely, Elko and Battle Mountain Districts March 26th lease sale was postponed to a later
date. The July 30th BLM Oil and Gas Lease Sale incorporated parcels located in the Elko and
Battle Mountain Districts. A total of 200 parcels, totaling 389,176.20 acres, were offered. The
parcels were protested by The Wilderness Society and individuals purportedly representing the
Sierra Club. No parcels were removed from the sale as a result of the protests. The sale had
sixteen bidders. Twenty-three parcels received bids, covering 22,352.13 acres. The highest bid
per acre, submitted by Kirkwood Oil and Gas, was $47.00, for a 1282.52 acre parcel located in
T27N, R51E, Section 3 and T28N, R51E, Section 34 (Pine Valley, north of Blackburn and Three
Bar and southwest of Tomera Ranch). Kirkwood Oil and Gas also acquired a 1280 acre lease for
$22.00 an acre in T28N, R51E, Sections 22 and 27 (adjoining lease to previous Pine Valley
description). Kirkwood Oil and Gas also obtained a 2255.33 acre lease in T34N, R58E, within
Sections 4, 6, 8, 18 (northwest, west and southwest of Noble Energy’s K1L-1V plugged and
abandoned well Section 10), and a 1710.57 acre lease in T38N, R61E, within Sections 4, 10, 12,
14, and 24 (northwest of the city of Wells, and near Tetuan Resources plugged and abandoned
Marys River 34-26 in Section 26). Both of these two leases were obtained for $2.00 per acre.
Total receipts for all leases sold within the July 30th sale were $168,173.00. The next oil and gas
lease sale is scheduled for September 10th, where parcels within the Ely and Elko Districts are to
be offered.
The BLM Statewide Geothermal Lease Sale will be held on September 17th. The BLM will be
offering 142 parcels covering 387,032.47 acres in Churchill, Eureka, Elko, Esmeralda,
Humboldt, Lander, Mineral, Nye, Pershing, Washoe, and White Pine counties.

IV.C Courtney Brailo graduated from the
IOGCC-funded Topcorp training for
regulators

TOPCORP Energy Training
For Oil and Gas Policy Makers and Regulators Nationwide
-Courtney Brailo

What is TOPCORP?

o Industry-sponsored training geared toward oil & gas policy
makers and regulators
- Designed for first-year inspectors, field operations personnel,
environmental protection agencies, and others…
o Developed by university faculty and researchers
o Online Coursework, Classroom/Lab Instruction, Well Field
& Processing Plant Tours

Nevada Participation

o Nevada is currently (2019) ranks 26/31 crude oil, 33/34 natural gas production in
the US
-

Semi-constant production of oil, 255+ thousand barrels in 2018, and ongoing
exploration interest in the state

o Nevada is second in United States geothermal production, and growing every
year
-

Processes for drilling and maintaining a geothermal well are very similar to oil and gas

o We can learn from other states how to better keep drilling operations safe and to
ensure wells are constructed and maintained in good condition, or plugged,
throughout the state. Networking!

TOPCORP
o Four part training in hosted by three universities and
collaborating faculty
- Petroleum Geology & Engineering, Colorado
School of Mines
- Petroleum Technology, Colorado School of Mines
- Environmental Stewardship, Pennsyvania State
University
- Emerging Topics & Communication, University of
Texas, Austin
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=113&v=fBWj7nbQUi0

Topics Covered
o Reading & Understanding Well Logs, Proper Cementing Practices,
Well Integrity
o Reservoir characteristics & geology
o Public Appearance & Outreach – Social license to operate
o Advancements in Technology
o Case Studies - Drilling Simulations, Blowouts, Seismicity, Aquifer
Testing (Hydrocarbons), Pad Reclamation, etc.
o Many More! Speakers, topics and time for discussion!

TOPCORP & NDOM

o Lowell Price
- Attended all four courses and graduated 2016
o Courtney Brailo
- Attended all four courses and graduated 2018
o Webinars and continued education
- New this year!
- Webinars highlighting a multitude of topics

Moving Forward with TOPCORP
o Send another staff member
o Stay in touch the community with webinars
and maintaining presence at IOGCC meetings
and forums.

Questions?

IV. D Update on NAC 534A, NAC 517 and
NAC 519A regulation changes

REGULATION UPDATES
NAC 534A – Geothermal Resources.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Major re-ordering of Chapter, elimination of obsolete language
Task force from NDOM, NDWR and AG met for 4 months to develop draft
Public workshop held on 6/13/19. Attended by industry and consultants
Submitted for LCB legal review on 7/19, assigned file R032-19.
Another workshop after LCB review Sept-mid Oct, + SBIS
Expect Hearing at November CMR meeting

NAC 519A.570 through .630 – Pooling of Reclamation Bonds
•
•
•
•
•

Reduction of administrative fee from 3% to 2%, clarifying language
Refund of some premium for plan-level bond when transferred
Submitted to LCB legal on 7/22/19. Assigned file R044-19
Workshop and SBIS in Sept-mid Oct
Expect Hearing at November CMR meeting

NAC 517 Mining Claims
•
•

Reduction in claim fee to reduce reserve
Expect hearing at February 2020 meeting

STEPHEN F. SISOLAK

Governor

STATE OF NEVADA

MICHAEL BROWN

Director
BARBARA D. RICHARDSON

Commissioner

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

DIVISION OF INSURANCE
1818 East College Pkwy., Suite 103
Carson City, Nevada 89706
(775) 687-0700
•
Fax (775) 687-0787
Website: doi.nv.gov
E-mail: insinfo@doi.nv.gov

July 15, 2019
Mike Visher, Deputy Administrator
State of Nevada, Commission on Mineral Resources, Division of Minerals
400 W. King St., Ste. 106
Carson City, NV 89703
Sent via e-mail to mvisher@minerals.nv.gov
Re: Recommendation Regarding the Change in the Minimum Bond Premium for the Nevada
Reclamation Performance Bond Pool
Dear Mr. Visher:
I am writing to provide my actuarial recommendation pursuant to NAC 519A.595(8), regarding the
feasibility of decreasing the minimum annual bond premium for the Nevada Reclamation
Performance Bond Pool (“NRPBP”) from 3% to 2% of the bond amount. Pursuant to NAC
519A.595(8), “The Administrator [of the Division of Minerals] or a person designated by him or her
will base any change in the percentage of the premium on the recommendation of an actuary who is
approved by the Commissioner of Insurance to review the status of the bond pool. The findings of
the actuary must show that a change in percentage allows the bond pool to remain self-sustaining
under statistically expected forfeiture rates and forecasted administrative costs.” On July 11, 2019,
Commissioner Barbara Richardson approved me to provide findings in relation to my review of the
status of the bond pool. This actuarial review is a singular exercise conducted solely pursuant to the
requirements and prescriptions of Nevada law – NAC 519A.595(8). My recommendation, as
explained and supported herein, is that reducing the minimum annual premium to 2% of the bond
amount is consistent with the criteria expressed in NAC 519A.595(8).
I considered the following information in the course of providing this recommendation:
● Forecasted Administrative Costs: Information regarding administrative costs for the NRPBP, for
which a detailed breakdown was provided by you in the spreadsheet entitled
“BondPoolAdmitCosts_FY18.xls”. This spreadsheet calculates the total administrative costs for
Fiscal Year 2018 to have been $93,327.24. You have stated that “The [administrative cost] amount is
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not expected to change significantly from what it has been for the last five years.” Furthermore, you
provided information stating that, because of a 3% cap on the administrative costs pursuant to NAC
519A.600(3), the administrative costs would not be permitted to exceed $97,366.16 based on the
average total bond obligation of the NRPBP in Fiscal Year 2018.
● Statistically Expected Forfeiture Rates: Historically, forfeitures for the NRPBP have been
relatively low and few in number. Per your description in your e-mail of July 10, 2019, “Since
[Fiscal Year] 1999 and through 2019, total forfeitures were $503,431. They occurred in 6 fiscal
years and ranged from $2,800 to $209,900, with an average of $83,905. If you spread the average
across the entire 21 year history it would be $23,973 per year.”
Statistical expectations rely on the Law of Large Numbers, which posits that as the number of
observations increases, the average of the results of those observations will be close to a predictable
mean or expected value. If observations are few in number, however, much more substantial
volatility around and departures from the expected value can arise within the actual results.
Because of the small number of historical instances of forfeitures for the NRPBP, and in recognizing
the variability of potential forfeitures – e.g., none in some years, but possibly some large forfeitures
in other years – I considered three scenarios in my analysis:
◦ Scenario 1: Expected Scenario: In each year beginning in 2019, the forfeitures are
assumed to be at $23,973 – the 21-year historical average. I would consider this to be a
reasonable expected scenario and the closest approximation to “statistically expected
forfeiture rates”, given the small number of historical forfeitures.
◦ Scenario 2: Conservative Scenario: In each year beginning in 2019, the forfeitures are
assumed to be at $83,905 – the average forfeiture amount for those years that historically
have had forfeitures. Essentially, this is a more conservative scenario that assumes that some
level of forfeitures will become the norm in the future and those forfeitures will resemble the
ones that occurred historically.
◦ Scenario 3: Adverse Scenario: In each year beginning in 2019, the forfeitures are assumed
to be at $209,900 – essentially, a forfeiture of the magnitude of the largest historical
forfeiture is assumed to occur every year. I would consider this to be an adverse or “stresstest” scenario.
Considering the Conservative Scenario and the Adverse Scenario provides some beneficial
sensitivity testing in light of the variability of historical results.
● Financial Condition and History of the NRPBP: You also provided information regarding the
status of the current bonds within the NRPBP and the cash in the account of the NRPBP (“Bond Pool
Status_033119.pdf”), which showed that, as of March 31, 2019, the NRPBP had $3,918,743.15 in
cash, as compared to a total bonded amount of $2,900,838.16, which implies that the NRPBP was
135.1% funded as of March 31, 2019. This information also showed that, of all of the plan-level
bonds that are currently outstanding and have not been terminated, all but one are more than 100%
funded, and one bond was 94.5% funded as of December 31, 2018. You further provided the history
of notice-level bond transactions for the NRPBP from July 1, 2005 to March 6, 2019
(“statewidebondstatus.xls”). You explained in your e-mail of May 1, 2019, that forfeitures on noticelevel bonds are unlikely and that, furthermore, there is never an unfunded liability to the State for
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these bonds because “Unlike plan-level participants, the deposit amount for notice-level participants
is 100% of the bond amount required by the BLM and their premium is 3% annually.”
● Financial Projections Under Various Premium Assumptions: You also provided a spreadsheet
of financial projections through Fiscal Year 2026 (“BP premium analysis.xls”) under assumptions of
a 3% minimum premium (status quo), a 2% minimum premium, a 1% minimum premium, and a 0%
minimum premium. The presentation of the NRPBP’s performance within these projections is based
on the following assumptions:
◦ The Total Bonded Amount will remain the same at $3,237,760.16 each year.
◦ The Fiscal Year 2018 figures are at their historical values.
◦ Premium for all bonds is assumed to be paid at the minimum amount; this appears to be a
slightly conservative assumption but would be the case for notice-level bonds and other
bonds that are more than 100% funded.
◦ Annual deposits will be constant at $270,946 per year, based on a 6-year historical average.
◦ Annual interest earned will be constant at $43,411 per year. This is based on a 19-year
historical average.
◦ Annual bond refunds will be $331,235. This is based on a 5-year
historical average.
◦ Annual administrative costs will be $92,703. This is based on a 6-year historical average.
Assuming that the average total bond obligation of the NRPBP remains approximately
constant, I can conclude that projecting administrative costs of $92,703 – i.e., a constant level
of costs – for the foreseeable future would be a reasonable assumption.
Based on the information available to me, I find the above assumptions to be reasonable.
Analysis
The exhibits below consider the status of the NRPBP over the projection period through Fiscal Year
2026 based on the financial projections that you provided in the “BP premium analysis.xls”
spreadsheet, modified by taking into additional consideration the forfeiture rates under the
assumptions of Scenarios 1, 2, and 3 (Expected, Conservative, and Adverse) outlined above (see p.
2). Exhibits 1, 2, and 3 below show the results under each scenario. These results are qualitatively
summarized below.
◦ Scenario 1: Expected Scenario – Exhibit 1: This scenario shows that the Bond Pool Account
would remain at 112.6% funded in Fiscal Year 2026 if a 2% premium were charged. Even at a 0%
premium, the Bond Pool Account would remain above 100% funded through Fiscal Year 2025.
◦ Scenario 2: Conservative Scenario – Exhibit 2: This scenario shows that, at a 2% premium, the
Bond Pool Account would remain more than 100% funded through Fiscal Year 2025; in Fiscal Year
2026 the account would be 97.8% funded. At a 1% premium, the account would remain more than
100% funded through Fiscal Year 2023. At a 0% premium, the account would remain more than
100% funded through Fiscal Year 2022.
◦ Scenario 3: Adverse Scenario – Exhibit 3: This scenario shows the account balance declining
rapidly no matter what premium is charged, but the account would remain more than 100% funded
through Fiscal Year 2021 at a 2% premium. One way to interpret this is that the Bond Pool Account
has approximately a three-year buffer to withstand a major and persistent increase in forfeitures to
their highest historical levels. I hypothesize that, if this scenario were to begin to materialize, the
Division of Minerals would take steps to increase the premiums, recover some of the forfeited
amounts, and/or provide another funding mechanism well before the funds are depleted.
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Exhibit 1 – Expected Scenario – Forfeitures at 21-Year Historical Average: $23,973
Bond Pool Account Status under Various Premium % Scenarios
Forecast Year Assumptions (from the Division of Minerals):
◦ Static total bond amount; 5-year average for Bond Refunds;
◦ 6-year averages for Net Premiums, Bond Deposits, and Admin Fee transfer; 19-year average for Interest
Bond Pool Account Status with 3% Premium (Current)
Fiscal Year

Total Bonded
Amount

Net Premiums
(3%)

Total Deposits
Received

Interest

Bond Refunds

Admin Fee
Transferred

Forfeitures

Total in BP
Account

Account
Funded %

Bond Pool
Excess

2018

$3,237,760

$104,341

$379,803

$40,065

($273,759)

($93,327)

$0

$4,195,156

129.6%

$957,396

2019

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$4,158,734

128.4%

$920,974

2020

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$4,122,313

127.3%

$884,552

2021

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$4,085,891

126.2%

$848,131

2022

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$4,049,469

125.1%

$811,709

2023

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$4,013,048

123.9%

$775,288

2024

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,976,626

122.8%

$738,866

2025

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,940,205

121.7%

$702,445

2026

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,903,783

120.6%

$666,023

Bond Pool Account Status with 2% Premium
Fiscal Year

Total Bonded
Amount

Net Premiums
(3%)

Total Deposits
Received

Interest

Bond Refunds

Admin Fee
Transferred

Forfeitures

Total in BP
Account

Account
Funded %

Bond Pool
Excess

2018

$3,237,760

$104,341

$379,803

$40,065

($273,759)

($93,327)

$0

$4,195,156

129.6%

$957,396

2019

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$4,126,357

127.4%

$888,596

2020

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$4,057,557

125.3%

$819,797

2021

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,988,758

123.2%

$750,998

2022

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,919,959

121.1%

$682,199

2023

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,851,160

118.9%

$613,400

2024

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,782,361

116.8%

$544,600

2025

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,713,561

114.7%

$475,801

2026

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,644,762

112.6%

$407,002
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Exhibit 1 – Expected Scenario - Forfeitures at 21-Year Historical Average: $23,973 (Continued)
Bond Pool Account Status with 1% Premium
Fiscal Year

Total Bonded
Amount

Net Premiums
(3%)

Total Deposits
Received

Interest

Bond Refunds

Admin Fee
Transferred

Forfeitures

Total in BP
Account

Account
Funded %

Bond Pool
Excess

2018

$3,237,760

$104,341

$379,803

$40,065

($273,759)

($93,327)

$0

$4,195,156

129.6%

$957,396

2019

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$4,093,979

126.4%

$856,219

2020

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,992,802

123.3%

$755,042

2021

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,891,625

120.2%

$653,865

2022

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,790,449

117.1%

$552,688

2023

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,689,272

113.9%

$451,512

2024

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,588,095

110.8%

$350,335

2025

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,486,918

107.7%

$249,158

2026

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,385,741

104.6%

$147,981

Bond Pool Account Status with 0% Premium
Fiscal Year

Total Bonded
Amount

Net Premiums
(3%)

Total Deposits
Received

Interest

Bond Refunds

Admin Fee
Transferred

Forfeitures

Total in BP
Account

Account
Funded %

Bond Pool
Excess

2018

$3,237,760

$104,341

$379,803

$40,065

($273,759)

($93,327)

$0

$4,195,156

129.6%

$957,396

2019

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$4,061,601

125.4%

$823,841

2020

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,928,047

121.3%

$690,287

2021

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,794,493

117.2%

$556,732

2022

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,660,938

113.1%

$423,178

2023

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,527,384

108.9%

$289,624

2024

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,393,829

104.8%

$156,069

2025

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,260,275

100.7%

$22,515

2026

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($23,973)

$3,126,721

96.6%

‐$111,040
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Exhibit 2 – Conservative Scenario - Forfeitures at Average for Years in Which Forfeitures Occurred: $83,905
Bond Pool Account Status under Various Premium % Scenarios
Forecast Year Assumptions (from the Division of Minerals):
◦ Static total bond amount; 5-year average for Bond Refunds;
◦ 6-year averages for Net Premiums, Bond Deposits, and Admin Fee transfer; 19-year average for Interest
Bond Pool Account Status with 3% Premium (Current)
Fiscal Year

Total Bonded
Amount

Net Premiums
(3%)

Total Deposits
Received

Interest

Bond Refunds

Admin Fee
Transferred

Forfeitures

Total in BP
Account

Account
Funded %

Bond Pool
Excess

2018

$3,237,760

$104,341

$379,803

$40,065

($273,759)

($93,327)

$0

$4,195,156

129.6%

$957,396

2019

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$4,098,802

126.6%

$861,042

2020

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$4,002,449

123.6%

$764,688

2021

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,906,095

120.6%

$668,335

2022

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,809,741

117.7%

$571,981

2023

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,713,388

114.7%

$475,628

2024

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,617,034

111.7%

$379,274

2025

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,520,681

108.7%

$282,921

2026

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,424,327

105.8%

$186,567

Bond Pool Account Status with 2% Premium
Fiscal Year

Total Bonded
Amount

Net Premiums
(3%)

Total Deposits
Received

Interest

Bond Refunds

Admin Fee
Transferred

Forfeitures

Total in BP
Account

Account
Funded %

Bond Pool
Excess

2018

$3,237,760

$104,341

$379,803

$40,065

($273,759)

($93,327)

$0

$4,195,156

129.6%

$957,396

2019

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$4,066,425

125.6%

$828,664

2020

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,937,693

121.6%

$699,933

2021

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,808,962

117.6%

$571,202

2022

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,680,231

113.7%

$442,471

2023

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,551,500

109.7%

$313,740

2024

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,422,769

105.7%

$185,008

2025

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,294,037

101.7%

$56,277

2026

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,165,306

97.8%

($72,454)
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Exhibit 2 – Conservative Scenario - Forfeitures at Average for Years in Which Forfeitures Occurred: $83,905 (Continued)
Bond Pool Account Status with 1% Premium
Fiscal Year

Total Bonded
Amount

Net Premiums
(3%)

Total Deposits
Received

Interest

Bond Refunds

Admin Fee
Transferred

Forfeitures

Total in BP
Account

Account
Funded %

Bond Pool
Excess

2018

$3,237,760

$104,341

$379,803

$40,065

($273,759)

($93,327)

$0

$4,195,156

129.6%

$957,396

2019

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$4,034,047

124.6%

$796,287

2020

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,872,938

119.6%

$635,178

2021

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,711,829

114.6%

$474,069

2022

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,550,721

109.7%

$312,960

2023

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,389,612

104.7%

$151,852

2024

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,228,503

99.7%

($9,257)

2025

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,067,394

94.7%

($170,366)

2026

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$2,906,285

89.8%

($331,475)

Bond Pool Account Status with 0% Premium
Fiscal Year

Total Bonded
Amount

Net Premiums
(3%)

Total Deposits
Received

Interest

Bond Refunds

Admin Fee
Transferred

Forfeitures

Total in BP
Account

Account
Funded %

Bond Pool
Excess

2018

$3,237,760

$104,341

$379,803

$40,065

($273,759)

($93,327)

$0

$4,195,156

129.6%

$957,396

2019

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$4,001,669

123.6%

$763,909

2020

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,808,183

117.6%

$570,423

2021

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,614,697

111.6%

$376,936

2022

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,421,210

105.7%

$183,450

2023

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,227,724

99.7%

($10,036)

2024

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$3,034,237

93.7%

($203,523)

2025

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$2,840,751

87.7%

($397,009)

2026

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($83,905)

$2,647,265

81.8%

($590,496)
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Exhibit 3 – Adverse Scenario - Forfeitures at Maximum Historical Level per Year: $209,900
Bond Pool Account Status under Various Premium % Scenarios
Forecast Year Assumptions (from the Division of Minerals):
◦ Static total bond amount; 5-year average for Bond Refunds;
◦ 6-year averages for Net Premiums, Bond Deposits, and Admin Fee transfer; 19-year average for Interest
Bond Pool Account Status with 3% Premium (Current)
Fiscal Year

Total Bonded
Amount

Net Premiums
(3%)

Total Deposits
Received

Interest

Bond Refunds

Admin Fee
Transferred

Forfeitures

Total in BP
Account

Account
Funded %

Bond Pool
Excess

2018

$3,237,760

$104,341

$379,803

$40,065

($273,759)

($93,327)

$0

$4,195,156

129.6%

$957,396

2019

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$3,972,807

122.7%

$735,047

2020

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$3,750,459

115.8%

$512,698

2021

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$3,528,110

109.0%

$290,350

2022

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$3,305,761

102.1%

$68,001

2023

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$3,083,413

95.2%

($154,347)

2024

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$2,861,064

88.4%

($376,696)

2025

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$2,638,716

81.5%

($599,044)

2026

$3,237,760

$97,133

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$2,416,367

74.6%

($821,393)

Bond Pool Account Status with 2% Premium
Fiscal Year

Total Bonded
Amount

Net Premiums
(3%)

Total Deposits
Received

Interest

Bond Refunds

Admin Fee
Transferred

Forfeitures

Total in BP
Account

Account
Funded %

Bond Pool
Excess

2018

$3,237,760

$104,341

$379,803

$40,065

($273,759)

($93,327)

$0

$4,195,156

129.6%

$957,396

2019

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$3,940,430

121.7%

$702,669

2020

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$3,685,703

113.8%

$447,943

2021

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$3,430,977

106.0%

$193,217

2022

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$3,176,251

98.1%

($61,509)

2023

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$2,921,525

90.2%

($316,235)

2024

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$2,666,799

82.4%

($570,962)

2025

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$2,412,072

74.5%

($825,688)

2026

$3,237,760

$64,755

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$2,157,346

66.6%

($1,080,414)
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Exhibit 3 – Adverse Scenario - Forfeitures at Maximum Historical Level per Year: $209,900 (Continued)
Bond Pool Account Status with 1% Premium
Fiscal Year

Total Bonded
Amount

Net Premiums
(3%)

Total Deposits
Received

Interest

Bond Refunds

Admin Fee
Transferred

Forfeitures

Total in BP
Account

Account
Funded %

Bond Pool
Excess

2018

$3,237,760

$104,341

$379,803

$40,065

($273,759)

($93,327)

$0

$4,195,156

129.6%

$957,396

2019

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$3,908,052

120.7%

$670,292

2020

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$3,620,948

111.8%

$383,188

2021

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$3,333,844

103.0%

$96,084

2022

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$3,046,741

94.1%

($191,020)

2023

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$2,759,637

85.2%

($478,123)

2024

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$2,472,533

76.4%

($765,227)

2025

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$2,185,429

67.5%

($1,052,331)

2026

$3,237,760

$32,378

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$1,898,325

58.6%

($1,339,435)

Bond Pool Account Status with 0% Premium
Fiscal Year

Total Bonded
Amount

Net Premiums
(3%)

Total Deposits
Received

Interest

Bond Refunds

Admin Fee
Transferred

Forfeitures

Total in BP
Account

Account
Funded %

Bond Pool
Excess

2018

$3,237,760

$104,341

$379,803

$40,065

($273,759)

($93,327)

$0

$4,195,156

129.6%

$957,396

2019

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$3,875,674

119.7%

$637,914

2020

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$3,556,193

109.8%

$318,433

2021

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$3,236,712

100.0%

($1,049)

2022

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$2,917,230

90.1%

($320,530)

2023

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$2,597,749

80.2%

($640,011)

2024

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$2,278,267

70.4%

($959,493)

2025

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$1,958,786

60.5%

($1,278,974)

2026

$3,237,760

$0

$270,946

$43,411

($331,235)

($92,703)

($209,900)

$1,639,305

50.6%

($1,598,456)
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Based on the projections in Exhibits 1 through 3 above and the interpretations of those
projections expressed herein, it is my conclusion that decreasing the minimum annual bond
premium from 3% to 2% would allow “the bond pool to remain self-sustaining under statistically
expected forfeiture rates and forecasted administrative costs” as required pursuant to NAC
519A.595(8). It is my view that, in the absence of historically unprecedented and unforeseen events,
it is more likely than not that the NRPBP will remain more than 100% funded through at least Fiscal
Year 2026 if the minimum annual bond premium is reduced to 2%. This outlook is based and reliant
upon the assumptions utilized herein, which posit that the intermediate-term future will
approximately resemble the recent past financial results of the NRPBP. These findings may need to
be revisited and updated if future performance of the NRPBP materially deviates in an adverse
direction from the historical performance.
Sincerely,

Mr. Gennady Stolyarov II, FSA, ACAS, MAAA, CPCU, ARe, ARC, API, AIS, AIE, AIAF
Lead Actuary, Property and Casualty Insurance, Nevada Division of Insurance
gstolyarov@doi.nv.gov
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